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We are pleased to respond to your request of August 9, 1983 to comment on the
latest (second) draft of the Ocean Management Plan (OMP) for Hawaii. Following our
usual review procedures we have solicited the help of the following members of the University
of Hawaii in the preparation of our comments: Philip Helfrich, Hawaii Institute of Marine
Biology; Keith Chave and Edward Stroup, Oceanography; John Craven, Law of the Sea/Marine
Council; Jacquelin Miller and Pamela Bahnsen, Environmental Center.
General Com ments
The general comment of our reviewers has been one of concurrence with the intent
of the Ocean Management Plan. However serious concerns have been expressed with
regard to the lack of specificity and actual implementation procedures to accomplish
the stated objectives. For example, we note the first objective, stated on page 10, is
to protect and develop marine resources having economic, recreational, scenic and cultural
values. To "implement" this objective, a series of actions are cited. None of them, however,
are related to specific coastal or marine sites to be protected, or specific new coastal/
beach/rocky shore or underwater pHrks to be developed. The OMP would be far more
effective if firm goals of at least one specific protective or development activity were
scheduled for implementation in some set period of time. For example: "There will be
a minimum of one new underwater park (or beach park, or fishing pier, or boat launching
ramp, or coastal access trail, etc.) established on Oahu, Molokai, Maui, Kauai, and Hawaii
by the year 1985". Inherent in any plan is a need to keep directions open for future changes
in policy and a tendency for non-specificity in order to make the plan acceptable to the
varied interests of all parties concerned. Although recognizing these inherent limitations,
we would be remiss if we did not call attention to the deficiencies in the OMP with respect
to its lack of substantive and tangible guidance for ocean management in the State of
Hawaii.
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We were pleased to note that some of the sUg'gestions offered in our review of the
first draft (November 16, 1982) have been addressed in this second draft. Particularly
we note the addition of the University of Hawaii as an assisting organization in many
of the Implementing Actions. A concern which has been voiced in this regard is again
the need for greater specificity as to the particular UH department or institute that
should be involved. Because of the complexity of the organization of the UR, care should
be taken to assure that requests for assistance get channeled to the appropriate units.
The UH Sea Grant office has been appropriately recognized as a potential flassisting agency",
as has the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics (HIG). There are a number of other pertinent
units, such as the Environmental Center, Water Resources Research Center, Marine Options
Program, Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology, Department of Oceanography and Department
of Urban and Regional Planning, to name a few, with considerable marine oriented expertise.
For consistency, either the separate units should be cited in each case or the specific
reference to HIG (pg. 27) should be deleted. As the legislatively designated coordinator
for University input into environmental matters we would be pleased to assist DPED
or other State agencies in identifying individuals or units within the University with particular
expertise in specific areas of environmental management, development, protection, research,
education, or monitoring. However. the Sea Grant Office might serve as an even more
general coordinator for ocean management efforts of the OMP.
Specific Comments
To facilitate your review of our more specific comments our comments are referenced
to pages in the OMP.
Pa e 8, Abbreviations and Acron ms Used to Identif Or anizations. We note that
the University of Hawaii, Hawaii Institute of Geophysics HIG is cited on page 27 as
an Assisting Organization but it is missing' from the "Statefl list on page 8. Does the "County"
list include neighbor island county departments? Since OMP will be a statewide plan
it would seem appropriate for the outer island counties ancl their various marine related
agencies to also be involved as assisting organizations.
Page 11. We sug-gest inclusion of the University of Hawaii Marine Options Program
in paragraph I.C.5.
Page 16, Ill.A. OBJECTIVE. The wording of this objective is grammatically incorrect
hence difficult to interpret. We note that the Ocean Minerals section of the Ocean Management
Plan emphasizes the processing and shoreside operations of marine mining almost to the
exclusion of the offshore mining-recovery operations. Given the concerns expressed
at the various conferences on Marine Mining by the local people with respect to their
fears of potential negative impact on marine fisheries we would strongly suggest that
the OMP include the recovery aspects of marine mining in the policy and implementation
action discussions.
Page 17, 1lI.C.3 and III.CA. Both these paragraphs have application to some aspects
of marine mining but they also are equally important to other objectives in the OMP.
It would seem appropriate to consolidate similar tasks under single headings to eliminate
potential redundancy or duplication of efforts by the various organizations involved.
This duplication of actions is prevalent throughout the OMP.
Page 18, Ill.C.7. The discussion of a Hawaii Hazardous Spill Contingency Plan under
the section on Ocean Minerals seems inappropriate. Discussion of hazardous spills seems
more appropriately covered under the Objective "Ocean Waste Disposal and Accidental
Spills."
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Page 25, Harbors Development. There is no mention of inter-island marine transportation
needs in either the Objectives, Policy or implementing action statements with respect
to Harbors development. There is also no planning directive specific to the development
of necessary shore facilities. We see these two omissions as extremely serious. The
governmentally and publically recognized need to expand diversified agriculture throughout
the state as well as to encourage the tourist industry on the outer islands requires adequate
harbor and shore facilities to augument a State lead in encouraging the development
of prototype interisland carriers, for freight, passengers, and vehicles.
Page 2G, VI.C.G. Any modification of State Environmental Impact Statement procedures
should be done through consultation with the Office of Environmental Quality Control,
the Environmental Quality Commission or the Environmental Council. The expertise
and the experience of the University of Hawaii Environmental Center in such matters
is generally recognized and should not be overlooked.
Page 29, Beach Erosion. The University of Hawaii's Institute of Geophysics and
the Environmental Center have considerable expertise and interest in the subject of beach
erosion. We would strongly suggest that they be included in your list of assisting organizations
for each of the implementing actions under this topic.
VIII.C.5. The Environmental Center and the University's Sea Grant office have
been involved with research and the legislative re~ulations with regard to mining offshore
deposits of sand for the past 12 years. The present regulations permitting offshore sand
mining for public beach replenishment at certain designated beaches were developed
on the basis of recommendations submitted by a workshop on the subject chaired by the
Center's Director, Doak Cox. The amendment to Chapter 205, HRS as proposed by this
section of the OMP would permit a public resource, offshore sand deposits, to be used
for private gain, ie. the development of private beaches. There are social and legal ramifications
to this which we believe to be sufficiently serious to preclude implementation of this
proposed amendment. The 1982 amendments to HRS Chapter 205 provided for certain
exceptions to the mining of sand within the otherwise restricted zone. These exceptions
were limited to certain public beaches on Oahu and Hawaii. We would recommend that
implementing action VIII.C.5 be amended to expand and permit offshore sand mining
to all public beach areas under the environmental safeguard conditions as presently stated.
The UH Sea Grant office as well as the Environmental Center should be included as assisting
Organizations.
Page 31, IX.C.2. The proposed development of a "Marine Sensitivity Index" is not
an attainable goal. Such an index is species-specific and environment-specific and would
require research on the tolerances of each specific taxa and the particular environmental
characteristics of each site, ie. tolerances of any single species are likely dependent
on the particular environmental character of the site. Furthermore, each type of pollutant
would also need to be assessed for each species under each environmental condition.
A task while laudable for basic research purposes, is surely beyond the fiscal capabilities
or regulatory needs of the State.
IX.C.l. We assume from the Objective cited in IX.A that the implementing action
set forth in item IX.C.l refers to nuclear waste disposal activities in the ocean or sub-
seabed. The expertise of certain departments of the University of Hawaii in nuclear
waste management, marine geology and geophysics, oceanography, ocean engineering,
marine chemistry and marine biology should certainly be recognized by listing the UH
as an Assisting Organization.
Page 32, IX.C.4. The guidelines for ocean waste disposal and monitoring applicable
to tropical waters around Hawaii are well documented under existing federal regulations.
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We see little need for effort to develop new or additional guidelines unless the quality
of wastes to be disposed will be altered from that presently being disposed. Present federal
statutes prohibit or adequately regulate the disposal of nuclear wastes in the ocean.
Page 33. Under common law, adopted in the State of Hawaii, accreted lands are
the property of the adjacent landowner. The action proposed in X.C.2 would not likely
be possible except through condemnation proceedings. Furthermore, as pointed out in
our comments of November 16, 1982, it would seem unjust if owners of shorefront lands
who lose land to erosion could not gain land through accretion.
Page 37, XI.C.8. The coordination of programs and activities relative to non-point
sources of water pollution that affect marine resources should take the University of
Hawaii's Water Resources Research Center into consideration as an Assisting Organization.
Other departments of the University including the Environmental Center may also be
able to provide pertinent expertise.
Page 38. The Department of Planning and Economic Development has considerable
expertise in the marine resource development field. However, the OMP will involve many
governmental units and cross many boundaries. We would suggest that the magnitude
of the task of wise protection, management, and economic development of the ocean
resources of the State of Hawaii may be better served by a more narrowly focused administrative
unit than the DPED. We would strongly recommend the consideration of the establishment
of a special Ocean Management Office to administer and guide the implementation of
the OMP. The Marine Affairs Advisor to the Governor could be consulted in this regard.
Our comments have focused on the omissions, duplications, and in some cases errors
identifed by our reviewers. This is not intended to imply that we find no merit to the
OMP. The OMP does provide, in very general terms, some first order guidance as to
the perceived needs of the state with regard to the management of our Ocean resources.
Many of the objectives cited and the various implementing actions suggested represent
needs and activities with which the Environmental Center has been substantially involved I
over the past 13 years. We would be most interested in assisting in the further refinement
of the OMP particularly with regard to the identification of specific actions to be implemented,
the elimination of duplicate tasks, and the coordination within the University of input
from Marine related units. We appreciate the opportunity to review the OMP and look
forward to your response.
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